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Global Financial Markets 
 
Global markets traded on a downward trend for most of the week amid lingering concerns on the Euro-zone’s fiscal crisis, 
particularly Spain’s continued delay in requesting for financial aid. Mixed data releases in Asia, the US and Europe only 
served to further underscore the looming global economic slowdown. Investor sentiment was lifted once more on 
Thursday as Spanish authorities pledged to cut the nation’s deficit, though this momentary boost was not enough for 
markets to end the week on a positive note. 

 
Global Equities 
 
Global equities plunged throughout 

the week as the Euro-zone’s 

worsening debt woes continued to 

dampen investor sentiment, and as 

disappointing manufacturing and 

housing data from the world’s 

largest economy added evidence 

to a global economic downturn. 

However, the weekly decline was 

slightly tempered last minute as 

Spanish authorities finally 

announced a 5th round of austerity 

measures, boosting hopes for a 

European bailout. Spanish Prime 

Minister Mariano Rajoy’s proposed 

budget would focus on spending 

cuts rather than tax increases, with 

the government to pass 43 new 

laws for economic reformation over 

the next six months. 

Week-on-week, the MSCI World 

index lost 1.07%, led by the 

European region which shed 

1.02%. The S&P500 index and the 

Dow Jones Industrial index likewise closed in the red losing 0.90 % and 0.82%, respectively, dragged down by dismal economic 

data from the US. Only the Asia-Pacific ex-Japan region managed to eke out a gain of 0.41% on hopes that China would introduce 

more measures to support economic growth. 

Economic releases for the week pointed to more signs of a cooling global economy, with world leaders in discord over the 

effectiveness and implementation of quantitative easing measures announced over the past few weeks. 

 US gross domestic product was even weaker than previously reported in the second quarter amid lower consumer 

spending and the drought in the Midwest. According to the Commerce Department, the country’s GDP grew at an annual 

rate of 1.3% between April and June. This revised figure is lower than the previously released 1.7% increase, and showed 

mild growth that was caused by downward revisions in inventory investment, consumer spending and exports. 

 US homebuilders’ shares declined the most since June, following lower-than-expected new-home sales data released. The 

S&P500 Homebuilding Index slipped this week to its biggest decline since June 4. According to the Commerce 

department, August new-home sales dropped 0.3% to an annual pace of 373,000, as opposed to the 380,000 median 

forecast. 

 In an interview with CNBC, Pimco’s CEO Mohamed El-Erian stated that not only are the US Federal Reserve and 

Chairman Ben Bernanke willing to tolerate inflation, they are actually trying to create it, with a “mess” left behind for their 

successors to clean up. El-Erain criticized the Fed’s QE3 move, reasoning that the risks outweighed the rewards, as the 

economy was still sinking three years after the financial crisis recession supposedly ended. 

 The EU’s leaders struggled to solve a crisis-fighting stalemate as they dealt with conflict over a banking union, Greece’s 

continuing debate on how to meet bailout requirements, as well as Spain and Italy’s delay on requesting for financial aid. 

20-Sep-12 27-Sep-12 % Change

MSCI World 1,334.48 1,320.17 -1.07%

MSCI Europe 94.67 93.70 -1.02%

MSCI Asia-Pacific ex-Japan 436.69 438.48 0.41%

Dow Jones Industrial Average 13,596.93 13,485.97 -0.82%

S&P 500 1,460.26 1,447.15 -0.90%

Global Equity Performance
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German chancellor Angela Merkel and French President Francois Hollande stressed French-German discord last weekend 

as they argued on the timetable to introduce joint oversight of the region’s banking sector, with Merkel dismissing 

Hollande’s proposition to activate it as soon as possible. Merkel argued that though markets watching Europe wanted to 

see results already, the process still had to be thorough, the quality had to be good, and then they would see how long it 

took. 

 International ratings agency Standard & Poor (S&P) slashed its 2012-2013 forecasts for Euro-zone growth last Tuesday, 

and now projects a slightly stronger economic contraction for the year. According to S&P, business activity would most 

likely drop by 0.8% across all 17 nations in the region rather than the previously forecasted -0.7%. Furthermore, the Euro-

zone would record no growth at all for 2013, as opposed to earlier projections of a minimal expansion of 0.3%. 

 
Global Bonds 

 
US Treasury prices rallied during the week as investors adopted a “risk-off” 

stance and sought safe-haven assets in the face of a decelerating global 

economic growth. Spain’s announcement of budget cuts on Thursday headed 

off price increases though, week-on-week, yields still declined over-all. On the 

other hand, hopes for Spain’s bailout caused 10-year Spanish bond yields to 

lose 12 basis points to 5.875%, just below the very important 6.00% level. 

During the week, the US Treasury Department also sold US$29 billion worth of 

seven-year notes with a yield of 1.055%, against a median forecast of 1.064% 

by six of the Fed’s primary dealers in a Bloomberg News survey. The sale’s 

bid-to-cover ratio was 2.61, the lowest in 11 months and below the 2.82 

average for the past 10 auctions. 

Currencies 
 
The euro posted losses against both the US dollar and the Japanese yen at 
the start of the week as investors flocked to safer currencies on weak German 
Ifo business confidence data and Spain’s delayed request for aid. Spanish 
Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy’s budget policy announcements later during the 
week slightly mitigated the shared currency’s decline though week-on-week, it 
still ended lower. 
 
Asian currencies picked up this week led by the Japanese yen, which overtook 
the euro and the US dollar by 1.26% and 0.72%, respectively as China’s 
slowing economy led investors to believe that its government would introduce 
more measures to boost economic growth. 

 
 
 
 
 
The week ahead (Oct 01 – Oct 05) 

 
The week’s losses were hinged mostly on the Euro-zone’s crisis, most especially on Spain’s procrastination on implementing 
austerity measures. Now that the Spanish Prime Minister has announced policies which could fast-track financial recovery, 
however, we expect global markets to slowly pick up in the coming days.

US Treasury Yield Curve

Tenor 20-Sep 27-Sep  +/- bps

3m 0.107 0.086 -2.03

6m 0.137 0.127 -1.02

2y 0.258 0.250 -0.81

5y 0.688 0.644 -4.37

10y 1.764 1.654 -10.98

30y 2.944 2.839 -10.54

Currencies 

21-Sep 28-Sep % Change

USD/PHP 41.660 41.700 -0.10%

EUR/USD 1.2980 1.2911 -0.53%

GBP/USD 1.6230 1.6231 0.01%

USD/JPY 78.17 77.61 0.72%

AUD/USD 1.0458 1.0436 -0.21%

USD/CHF 0.9327 0.9372 -0.48%

EUR/CHF 1.21125 1.21004 0.10%

EUR/JPY 101.46 100.2 1.26%
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Philippine Financial Markets 
 

Local equities ended the week marginally higher on anticipation of looser monetary policies in China and on quarter-end 
trading activities by institutional investors. The local bond market rallied for yet another week on risk-on sentiment 
towards the end of the week. Meanwhile, the local currency ended sideways with profit-taking pressure countered by a 
strong budget report for August. 

 

Local Equities  
 

The week started strong as bargain hunters picked up value plays coming 
from a  four-day slump the week prior. Mid-week, concerns regarding the 
effectiveness of recently launched stimulus measures dampened investor 
sentiment pushing the index to negative territory. A surprise overnight 
placement by JGS at a 7% discount to current market prices also placed 
significant downward pressure on the index last  Wednesday. Markets then 
picked up strongly as the week ended on the back of talks of new stimulus 
measures in China as well as quarter-end trading activities by institutional 
investors. AGI (+9.70%) was the biggest individual index gainer this week 
while the financial sector (+2.77%) was the biggest sector gainer. Mining & oil 
(-3.62%) continued to drag as PX's (-3.64%) Padcal mine woes continue to loom. Week-on-week, the PSEi rose 54.04 points or 
+1.02% to close at 5,346.10. 
 
 

Conglomerates 
 

 San Miguel Corp. (SMC) secured the approval from the Securities and Exchange Commission to hike its authorized 
capital stock to Php30 billion. According to the company’s revised articles of incorporation, the diversified 
conglomerate’s capital stock will be Php30 billion from Php22 billion, to be divided into 3.79 million common shares 
and 2.21 billion preferred shares, all with a par value of Php5.00 apiece. San Miguel offered 1.067 million new Series 
2 preferred shares at Php75.00 apiece last month, in a bid to raise Php78.45 billion in net proceeds for debt 
refinancing and general corporate purposes. 

 
Financials 
 

 Rizal Commercial Banking Corp. (RCBC), banking arm of Yuchengco Group, is selling US$200 million worth of hybrid 

notes qualifying as tier 1, or core capital. RCBC disclosed to the Philippine Stock Exchange that its board had 

approved the issuance of Basel 3-compliant hybrid tier 1 capital notes. The company has tapped Morgan Stanley as 

underwriter of US$130 million of the hybrid notes while the remaining US$70 million will be handled by Credit Suisse. 

Mining & Oil 

 
 The government has officially imposed a Php1 billion fine against Philex Mining Corp. for more than 20 million tons of 

solid waste spilled from its Padcal mine in Benguet. Philex has stopped operations since the sediments from Padcal 

mine tailings pond started to leak on August 1. Leo Jasareno, Mines and Geosciences Bureau (MGB) director, said 

that the penalties are only for Philex Mining’s violations of the Mining Act of 1995, under which a firm is mandated to 

pay Php50 per ton of waste spilled. He added that the exact amount of the fine is Php1,034,358,971 from 

20,698,179.42 metric tons of solid discharge. 

Power 
 

 Electricity Generating Public Co. Ltd. (EGCO) of Thailand is looking to partner with Manila Electric Co. (Meralco) for its 
power plant expansion in Quezon province. Quezon Power Ltd. Co. managing director Frank Thiel said that EGCO 
wants Meralco to be an offtaker and partner for the 500-megawatt (MW) second phase of its coal-fired power plant in 
Mauban, Quezon. He added that the construction of Quezon Power’s second unit may take 3 years. Furthermore, 
financing may be generated from local banks but the power firm is also eyeing overseas sources for complementary 
and competitive deals. EGCO is looking to expand its presence in the Philippines after having taken a controlling 
stake in Quezon Power. 

 
 
 
 

21-Sep 28-Sep % Change

PSEi 5,292.06 5,346.10 1.02%

Philippine Stock Exchange Index
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Utilities 
 

 Manila Water Company, Inc. (MWC) will be charging customers slightly higher rates towards the end of the year as a 
result of loan payments in Japanese yen, which strengthened against the peso. MWC has stated that water rates will 
be increased by Php0.08 per cubic meter in its area because of the foreign currency differential adjustment (FCDA). 
On the other hand, Maynilad Water Services, Inc., which is more exposed to the US dollar, may result in gains to 
customers via slightly lower monthly bills since the currency has weakened against the peso. Maynilad has stated that 
the all-in average tariff adjustment would allow its customers to enjoy a 0.22 centavo reduction in their monthly water 
bill. 

 
 
Philippine Bond Markets 

 
Local bond prices rallied to end the week strong on the back of the 
successful auction held last September 25 as the government was able to 
sell Php9 billion worth of 20-year FXTNs. Likewise, reports about Spain 
unveiling its budget plan and the prospects of a credit-rating upgrade also 
fueled inflows to the peso-denominated assets. Week-on-week, yields 
declined by an average of 7 basis points, led by the short end of the curve 
dropping by 22 basis points while the long end of the curve picked up by 2 
basis points. 
 
The Bureau of the Treasury sold Php9 billion worth of new 20-year FXTNs 
at a coupon rate of 5.750% in an auction held last September 25th. Total 
tenders received amounted to Php29.416 billion, more than thrice the 
government's offer. The bonds were sold at an average yield of 5.722%, 
lower than the previous auction's yield of 6.024%. 
 
 
Philippine Peso 
 

The Philippine peso traded sideways during the week with continued uncertainties over global economy. The local currency began 
the week slow as concerns loomed over Europe’s woes. However, this was countered by strong budget report for August. Week-on-
week, the local currency shed 4 centavos to close at Php41.700. 
 
The Philippine government notched a fiscal surplus of Php2.523 billion in August on the back of strong revenue collections and 
contraction of public spending. Revenue collections reached Php129.408 billion, while public spending fell sharply to its lowest level 
in four months to Php126.885. The surplus trimmed the deficit for the first eight months to Php71.208 billion. With this, the 
government must now collect Php156.17 billion in September in order to meet its targeted total revenue of Php1.17 trillion for the 
first three quarters. Finance Secretary Cesar V. Purisima said that the Philippines continues to be in a fiscal sweet spot, generating 
wide fiscal space to stimulate the economy and to spend on key development projects. 
 
The country’s debt denominated in foreign currencies slightly grew in the first semester of 2012. According to data from the Bangko 
Sentral ng Pilipinas, the total outstanding debt of private and government entities in the first half of the year increased by a thin 
1.7% to US$62.5 billion from US$61.4 billion recorded in the same period a year ago. The BSP affirmed that due to positive 
sentiment on the Philippines, firms and government entities were able to raise funds from offshore market at a favorable cost.  

Standard & Poor (S&P) raised the 2012 growth forecast of the Philippines to 4.9% from the 4.3% set in July despite the dimmed 
growth prospects for other Asia-Pacific economies brought about by the continued global uncertainties. S&P said that the revised 
outlook of the Philippines reflected the ongoing strength of the country’s domestic economy. Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas Governor 
Amando M. Tetangco, Jr affirmed that S&P’s upward revision validates the country’s resiliency through its home-grown sources 
which can buffer it from external headwinds. 

 

The week ahead (Oct 01 – Oct 05)  

We are expecting a slight pullback in local share prices this week after the PSEi ended September 2012 on a stronger-than-
expected note. Quarter-end window dressing activities gave the PSEi an artificial push closer to the 5,400 index level, leaving room 
for investors to take money off the table in the coming days. However, the market downside we are seeing will be limited at 5,260 
(the 20 day moving average) given expectations of steady interest rates after the next policy meeting this October. Hitting the next 
resistance of 5,403 remains achievable as foreign liquidity returned last week, helping push the Philippine average value turnout 
back towards US$128 million per day. 

Tenor 21-Sep 28-Sep  Change

1m 1.31 1.19 -12

3m 1.04 0.80 -23

6m 1.39 1.20 -18

1y 2.04 1.69 -36

2y 2.85 2.73 -13

3y 3.86 3.91 5

4y 4.46 4.47 0

5y 4.71 4.71 0

7y 4.76 4.85 9

10y 4.86 4.90 3

20y 5.84 5.85 1

25y 6.03 6.05 2

Average -7

Peso Yield Curve                                       

(PDST-F Reference Rates)
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Gaming issues such as Alliance Global Group Inc. (+25% for September) and Bloomberry Resorts (+12%, MoM) were among the 
actively traded issues given optimism on the Philippine' tourism prospects. Recent broker reports have identified a new variety of 
foreign players, particularly from Sabah and Australia, being spotted in Philippine casinos, which now add to traditional gamers from 
Hongkong, Japan, Korea and China.   

Meanwhile, trading in local fixed income and currency markets will hinge on the release of inflation covering the month of 
September and see whether consumer prices have normalized after suffering from weather-induced supply disruption in August. 
Likewise, market watchers will continue to monitor global economic condition as Europe seemed to remain under pressure. These 
are key factors that will play in the monetary board’s decision whether they would cut policy rates further in its next board meeting. 

 

 


